Potholes Cost British Drivers £730 million Over Last 12 Months,
Click4Warranty Reports
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An analysis of RAC breakdowns has shown that potholes are more of a problem to British drivers than ever.
A spokesperson for Click4Warranty provides a comment.
Faulty suspension and damaged springs are traditional indicators of the condition of Britain’s road
surfaces. More faulty springs means more potholes and more potholes means more wear and tear on your
vehicle. Britain has seen a dramatic increase in the number of suspension-related repairs in the UK over
the last three years, with the annual cost for drivers reaching £730m.
Drivers across the country are fighting a losing battle against local authorities trying to get these
potholes filled in. The ALARM (Annual Local Authority Road Maintenance) Survey 2015 claims that local
authorities paid out £23 million in compensation claims against road maintenance-related damage.
However, this is still significantly lower than what it would cost for local authorities in the UK to
repair every pothole in the country – a staggering £10.5bn.
This leaves vehicle owners as the ones footing the bill for damaged suspension. According to Halfords
Auto Centres, more than 1.5 million vehicles suffered from the effects of potholes last year, leaving
drivers with the frustration of poor steering alignment, damaged suspension and shock absorbers.
Considering minor damages caused by this wear and tear to their vehicles can cost up to £500 to repair,
it’s no surprise that drivers are becoming increasingly frustrated with the state of Britain’s roads.

Click4Warranty, a leading UK provider of extended warranties
(http://www.click4warranty.co.uk/products.aspx), takes a keen interest in industry related news such as
this. A spokesperson for the company commented on the problems which potholes cause, saying: “It’s a
sad fact that living in a cold country with harsh winters means that potholes are, and will continue to
be, a problem for British drivers. Considering the problems which potholes cause and the massive cost of
repairing these problems as they arise, it’s important for all of Britain’s drivers to cover
themselves financially. The right extended warranty product covering drivers against wear and tear such
as this could save British drivers millions of pounds.”
Click4Warranty (http://www.click4warranty.co.uk/) is a UK based firm and online provider focused on
providing flexible insurance products to their consumers. As well as being FCA registered the company is
also a member of the Financial Ombudsman service (FOS) and the Financial Services Compensation Scheme
(FSCS).
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